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Introduction
People love to toss around labels like "oral sex" or "getting a blowjob"... truthfully those labels all imply
that the guy is being passive and waiting for the gal to do something to him. Fucked Faces is not about
being passive and waiting, it's about gripping the back of her head with one hand and holding her mouth
open with the other as you glide your cock beyond her lips and proceed to fuck her face!

Adult Review
Fucked Faces is a great mouth-humping site from one of Canada's best smut production houses. The gents at
ExtremePornPass have outdone themselves this time. An entire site, updating once every two weeks, with completely
exclusive content showing one fucked face after another.
  
  This site is filled with wweet young tarts trying to work there way into the business by allowing thick cock to be sheathed in
their throats. They gasp for air and leak saliva like they just got home from dental surgery and the numbness has not yet gone
away.
  
  Membership includes plenty of other Included Sites as shown on the list to the right side of this review. It also includes a
fair amount of bonus content and plenty of pictures taken from each scene. Fucked Faces is dialup friendly and allows
members to either download segments of the scene or the complete scene all at once for broadband users.
  
  As with all sites, this one is not perfect. The site does offer a trial period but as it states when you sign up, its only a limited
trial, not full access to everything a monthly member gets. Also if you are a trial member and later upgrade to monthly
service they charge you more than if you were a monthly member to begin with.
  
  All in all the content on Fucked Faces is excellent and it is exclusive to the site which is a huge plus... but if you are
interested in the site don't bother with the trial period - trials almost always suck, go for the monthly membership straight off
the bat.

Porn Summary
If you are looking for romantic content to share with your wife look elsewhere. If you are home alone for the evening and
wont have to explain yourself to anyone sign up and get started with more than 50+ Fucked Faces!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'Hot chicks gargling cock down their gullets.. all for your entertainment!'
Quality: 84  Updates: 74 Exclusive: 96 Interface: 75
Support: 80 Unique: 80    Taste: 79        Final: 80

Porn Sites Included
Extreme Porn Pass (87) ,Ticklish Spots (87) ,Rough Her Up (86) ,Veggie Bang (86) ,Twisted Objects (83) ,Stretching
Sessions (82) ,Dirty Latin Sluts (81) ,Handjob Hussies (81) ,Cream Happy (81) ,Alexa 18 (78) ,Throw It In Her (77) ,Vanilla
Creampies (76) ,Teen Candy Land (75) ,Tiny Tobi (74) ,Teen Ass Hunt (69) 

Porn Niches
Amateur, BDSM, Cum Shots, Exclusive, Extreme, Group Sex, Hardcore, Oral, PornStars, Swallowing
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Payment, Other
Video & Picture: Every 2

Weeks
Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used

Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 46
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